
Guinea Pig Kids

Whenever you decided to pursue political money:
Well, if you were prudent?
You first created the public perception that the latest innovation for which you would 

happily instigate an interest; the most recently groundbreaking action for which you would 
actively pursue a funding – was not only a compassionately thoughtful activity, but, as a 
nationally imperative response?

It was both abruptly and instantaneously necessary. 
Taking into account the fact that the voting public on whose monetary support you 

depended tended heavily toward middle-class to wealthy citizens, assertively you advertised your 
initial concerns: On whom best to try out your newly benevolent transformations than the poor?  
After all, wasn’t the core of our government’s educational accountability tied umbilically to that 
original Civil Rights’ aid for the less fortunate; weren’t reformers encouraged to focus their 
efforts upon our nation’s lowest-income schools?  

And, oh my. 
All those complexly-diverse, low-income, inner-city children.  
Especially those who were economically unstable.
Particularly those who were culturally different.
Specifically those whose parents held only minimal to nonexistent political clout.   
Here was such a ready supply of needily helpless children; politically weak, socially 

stereotyped students – students who could be made to endure an endless manipulation inside the 
flashily-hyped world of a Big Money accountability.  Students who could be both cyclically and 
assertively transformed into the academic guinea pigs now so particularly required by our 
nation’s “compassionate” focus upon a punitive, test-score-based reform.  Traditional, old-
school, inner-city buildings; buildings historically known to provide seats for the largest number 
of lowest-income, typically minority kids; facilities set up to serve the poorest communities; 
schools located inside neighborhoods which traditionally exercised the lightest political 
footprint:  

Ah, my – such handily useful targets.  
And, well gosh, wasn’t it fortunate; wasn’t it convenient?

	
 That the children who acted out inside these ruthlessly invaded schools were oh so easy, 
easy, easy to label.  As everyone already knew; as a dominant-culture media complained to the 
privileged world so predictably and so often:

Bad inner-city, culturally-different children?  
Did bad things.  
And being, thus, already bad?
Surely these children were in need of a never-endingly invasive reform.
And.  
Well, although tactically it was never mentioned.
A supplemental, and perhaps even more essential element behind so much of this 

modern-day interest in a hard-hitting statistical innovation – particularly that type of innovation 
which might force the locus of Big Money directly onto lowest-income schools – well, filled as 
they were with seriously poor and often culturally-different students?

No matter how anxiously they fought back; no matter how often culturally-different 
voices were raised against a ruinous invasion: The socially debilitating factors of both poverty 



and cultural disconnect turned out to be precisely why these detachedly raided and repeatedly 
destabilized schools never held enough political clout to stop the devastating flow of a 
neighborhood-and-culture-disruptive (but oh my, so financially lucrative) experimentation.*

*Side effect to economic upheaval, as family after family lost employment; as a rising tide of culturally- different 
citizens found themselves victim to the prey-on-the-vulnerable, approve-the-home-and-then-foreclose housing 
scandal; as these same families were pushed assertively back into the smaller homes and crowded apartments of the 
inner-city and as, simultaneously, a surge of their low-income, culturally-different students flowed back into inner-
city schools and created, in the process, an additional supply of low-income, culturally-different, minimally-political 
guinea pig kids – well, looking to garner a supplemental funding?  District leaders began to brag of a suddenly 
increasing enrollment.  With shocking insensitivity, repeatedly they made the claim that these same families 
(families having so devastatingly lost jobs, homes and the upward mobility connected to suburban neighborhoods) 
had purposefully selected to move back into the inner city simply because they wanted to take advantage of our 
district’s endlessly – but oh-so-lucratively – destabilized “good” schools. 


